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â€œFew outsiders have any realistic sense of the innards, motives, rivalries, and fears of the

Chinese Communist leadership. But we all know much more than before, thanks to Richard

McGregorâ€™s illuminating and richly-textured look at the people in charge of Chinaâ€™s political

machinery.... Invaluable.â€• â€” James Fallows, National Correspondent for The AtlanticThe Party is

Financial Times reporter Richard McGregorâ€™s eye-opening investigation into Chinaâ€™s

Communist Party, and the integral role it has played in the countryâ€™s rise as a global superpower

and rival to the United States. Many books have examined Chinaâ€™s economic rise, human rights

record, turbulent history, and relations with the U.S.; none until now, however, have tackled the

issue central to understanding all of these issues: how the ruling communist government works. The

Party delves deeply into Chinaâ€™s secretive political machine.
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Through a series of anecdotes and interviews, largely drawn from his eight years in China as

correspondent for 'The Financial Times', Richard McGregor illustrates 'the Party', a remarkable

social organization which subordinates 1.3 billion people.It is a journalist's treatment rather than

academic, so instead of explicitly offering analysis, Richard McGregor lets his interviews and stories

largely speak for themselves. This provides a range of interesting characters, quotes and

anecdotes. However, a side-effect is that many remarkable insights are either buried innocuously in

the text or left to the reader's inference. The story is no less fascinating for it.The picture that



emerges is of a creative, adaptable, self-aware and resilient social network. Made up of 75 million

party members, one in twelve adult Chinese, this self-perpetuating elite has no legal form beyond a

mention in the preamble to China's constitution. The party exists outside the regular state apparatus

and operates like a controller chip grafted into China's governing structures through party cells

throughout government, the military, public companies and even private firms.Grounded in its near

ubiquitous presence in the state, military, public and private spheres, the Party maintains its grip via

a number of interconnected and synergistic processes. Its personnel system allows any individual to

be replaced, transferred or expelled at the will of the organism. Party control of the military provides

ultimate coercive sanction. The Party's discipline system places members above the law even as it

strengthens Party control of the behaviour of its members.
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